The following title contains the notes written by Conrad Audette for the play session of Goblinville
seen on Deges and Dragons brought to you by Dege Time. Dege Time does not own the rights to
Goblinville and the following product is for entertainment and educational use only.

- Dumpstirk –
Welcome to Deges & Dragons, today we are playing the high fantasy game Goblinville by Michael
Dunn-O’Connor. Our players here will be taking on the roles of some broke goblins set in their village
Dumpstirk. What makes Dumpstirk a place worth living? Its wonderful residents, of course! Just
kidding – it sucks and it’s full of filthy goblins, but that’s why this is going to be fun because we’re
going to play from their perspective for once.
First thing’s first – we’re going to make our Goblins. There are a few tables that we’ll go
through, players will have the option to choose or roll for their starting jobs. Here we will try to
maintain our method of creating 4 different archetypes – typically we have somebody as normal as
possible, but we’re going to scrap that because if we try to create a normal goblin, there likely won’t
be similar answers. We want to have the muscle, the weirdo, the slinker, and the thinker. I’m not
going to expand on any of that and instead the players can decide how to approach those.
Once we have our jobs we will
1. choose age
2. your signature garb
3. your boss and relationship to him
4. an experience from your job that has influenced the goblin you are
5. a trait better describing your appearance and one better describing your personality
6. your name
7. PAUSE here on out it’s collaborative and we do each person one at a time
8. A player will tell the story of their experience, they will answer any number of questions by
other players, and then come up with 1-4 word titles based on this story for better or worse.
They must be based on things that happened like Pig Rider or The Ankle Biter
9. After each goblin has titles, you then introduce yourselves and come up with how you all
know each other – coworkers, relatives, enemies, etc.
10. Now the other players together will assign a 3rd trait based on what they think of you like

honorbound
11. Figure out how you perceive the world as a goblin. This is deep philosophy right here, just
how bleak is your existence working for scratch? JK that sounds inherently bad, you may
LOVE your job as a Pit Fighter and strength means everything.
12. Now you ask me what’s the deal? We’re going to postpone that until we’re in the village.
13. Get some weapons, gear, etc.
14. Now we build the town, players will typically start in the center and move around, but for
this session they’re starting in the Northeast. Players decide the terrain of the village based on
jobs and get to choose terrain of one hex around it meaning jungle or tundra, etc.
15. For me personally I would like each player to suggest 1 rumor they’ve heard about the town
and 1 rumor they’ve heard about the wild woods outside.
16. We officially have Dumpstirk and a few of its dege residents!

Today in Dumpstirk is like any other day, the goblins are going about their work making the great wheel of
this fine town slowly turn along at sloth-like speed. Let’s check in with our players to see how they’re
managing their days. To start we establish “The Marching Order”, each player will roll their action die and
they go at the top of our chart here from highest to lowest. This is similar to initiative, but the difference is
you can act in any order you’d like. If I as the Goblin Master don’t know who is next, who is about to get
maimed first, or nobody wants to act, I will progress right down the Marching Order. That all sounds bad. The
benefit of being first is if the group can’t agree, you will have the deciding say. For the most part I will allow
activity without needing rolls, provided you’re not all leaping headfirst into full risk *eye the group*. If you
DO need to roll, you will remove your action die from the marching order to make your check.
When your die is in hand, you still participate with the team though your roll is done. You should
help, heckle, or offer twists. When all dice are in hand, that’s a turn and dice are re-rolled for marching order.

The labor bell rings signaling that it’s quittin’ time and the goblins may explore around the town a bit.

Once players decide to leave the village – Alright, so we’re leaving Dumpstirk on our quest to…(XYZ)…you
may be wondering what some items do. You’ll each start with some torches, which provide light in proximity.
These will last 2 turns and once they go out, you’re all in darkness and that puts you automatically in “bad
position”. These aren’t based on time, but your actions, so don’t worry about the light burning out before
everybody does something. Every 4 turns, you will need to rest and make camp. Your grog allows you to
press onward though.

What is positioning? It describes the current stakes, which are reflected in good position, standard position,
and bad position. You all share this position, if one of you is stuck in a bear trap, this will still affect you all.
The wail of pain, the scent of blood, the inability to move, the assumption whoever is stuck has friends around,
etc. Positioning can move based on your wit as players, results of dice, or my will as Goblin Master. You have
how dice change based on position on one of your sheets. Ok, where do you go first?

Players will move on map, we’ll describe action rolls when first one is made. A player rolls action to complete
a risk. Action rolls always have a danger roll, so a second die is added. That roll reflects the danger that could
occur. If there is risk of harm another die is added. Players can use their traits and titles to add extra dice and
choose which ones to keep. Finally, any player may introduce a twist to up the story. This should be a
generally agreed upon addition though. Often there will be checks that involve the entire group. Only one
person needs to roll. Once per session a goblin may use the expertise of their job to evaluate the situation
from a higher level.

When returning to the village from adventure – Ok, so you’ve made your way back to Dumpstirk and that
means it’s time for the town portion of events. The Goblin Master will roll Grim Favor like so…which will
determine if the town is hit with a blessing or curse basically and it’s…(insert here). This can change a bit
based on previous on goings as well the major “crises” that threaten Dumpstirk, which are basically the
horsemen of the apocalypse. You pool your scratch and figure out if you’re resting at Gobl-Inn or on the
street, which will give you a condition. Then you’ve gotta show up for work somewhere, it doesn’t have to be
your previous experience. You can advance in standing over time allowing you to become a boss, which then
your work action is a bit different. You get your scratch, find leads, gear up, and back off on another
adventure!

Appendix A – Characters
Banger (sapper) – he is a saboteur who was out on a job and returned to his village to find it
abandoned. Now he’s out searching for some of his friends or a safe place to go. He’s perpetually
covered in soot from attempting to make minor boom booms or bang bangs (grenades)
Bubba Chunks – the former cooking master of Dumpstirk, he went missing at Lake gaggle. He’s
become rather rotund and eats well from the massive goose population
Flixvikle Slickgift – the master of the bazaar, as silver tongued as goblins come. He’s looking to hire
new capable goblins to work around shanty town and promises good pay, but high risk of violence.
General Garbage (Boss Material) – leader of “Trash Mobs” a group of violent dancers that are easily
defeated. He wears a tunic and a giant acorn painted black on his head.
Gobbler (farmer) - a master at making his voice sound like a turkey and farms them openly. He keeps
track of them by getting into their pen and exerting dominance with aggressive turkey stances and
pecking.
Goblet (jobless) – a lucky fool who tripped on a lost chalice encrusted with diamonds. He lords it over
the rest of the village and refuses to part with it. He doesn't work and everyone else is ok with it
because they'll immediately sell him out should they be invaded.
Goblina – the ex-wife of Sneef who ran off with another lover
Gobocop (guard) - a mentally ill enforcer who collects metal scraps and glues them to himself
claiming he's a machine. He struggles to chase down anyone because he's so bogged down with metal.
Gobputer (architect) – a master mathematician who has collected 20 rounded brightly colored rocks
and uses them to count for the rest of the goblins. He’s revered as a sage by some and a complete
loser by others. He wears giant glasses and parts his hair down the middle in both directions.
Gobro (mailman) - the strongest goblin in the village because he spends the entire day lifting. When
he isn't lifting rocks, he lifts random garbage for people using his signature line, "Do you even lift,
bro?"
Gobtor Who (witch)- once saw a human globe and had a complete break. She hollowed out a tree
and painted it blue. She spends hours in there talking about crossing into other dimensions and
timelines and doesn't need money since it's an arbitrary construct based on a dimensional principal of
liking shiny.
Gobully (thief)- is never broke because he can always count on the lunch money of the weakling next
door. Notorious for his daily rounds, he wears an Elf scarf, human tunic, dwarf pants, and goblin hat.
Never working to purchase or make clothing, his style is an amalgamation of stolen goods.
Goblanasaurus (smith) – the town smith, he has very little arms and large teeth. Other goblins gather
to watch him work. He has a steel slab that he bangs stuff on with his hammer rather indiscriminately.
Igorb (Innkeeper) – the hunchback of Gobl-Inn, he’s perceived as a hardcore ruffian to some with but
a word they’ll cower, but he’s actually a nice guy. “Hello friends” “OK, IGORB, TAKE IT EASY!”
Karen – a human wizard with blonde long parted bangs and short hair in the back. She has the ability
to turn things to stone and command vile gnomes to do her bidding. While she has magic, her scariest
ability is “asking to see your manager”.

Lady Gobba – a musical idol for Dumpstirk, she sets the newest fashion trends using whatever garbage
she can find and uses her voice to improve the wellbeing of her village.
Mayor Brian – short blonde thin human who is leader of Havverheel. He sends missives to Goblin
mayors and coerces them into letting their villages implode.
Mayor Goblinius – the mayor of Dumpstirk, he wears a vest and bowler hat with a striped shirt that’s
too short and goes to his belly button because he’s got a fat tummy. He’s the keeper of the books for
all the food and money inventory. *Secret* After searching his office you discover he’s missing and all
the food and money is basically gone. He stole what was left and fled. *Super secret* He made a deal
with the human village – Havverheel. Their Mayor Brian promised Goblinius wealth in exchange for
leaving Dumpstirk to fend for itself.
Nob Gobbler (scavenger) - the greatest lockpick the village has ever known. Always hungry and willing
to try anything to eat once. He spent his youth eating nails and scraps of metal to discover something
like an iron stomach. He now literally eats off doorknobs anytime someone accidentally locks
themselves out or they need to break into a human's house.
Ogren (boss material spear carrier) – three scars wrap around his entire head with scraggly hair about.
He has one eye forced closed and has a stern look. He’s hulking by goblin standards and holds a spear
with an unknown monster’s tooth for the blade, but it’s 9 inches long. He can’t remember his past,
just to survive.
Plucky (cook) – Gobbler’s sister, she is short and wears thick puffy clothes stuffed with feathers that
she plucks off the poultry and save. She also makes pillows. After removing all the feathers, she does
some basic cooking.
Private Pooter (ditchdigger) – a little wacky, she loves to dig and has built an elevated dancing stage
using the mounds of dirt she’s moved around.
Sergeant Scrub (doctor material) – dressing in stolen loose human light blue garb with a massive face
mask, he has dabbled with medicine and accidentally killed Major Musk.
Snakey Earl (charlatan) – a goblin who travels around the world selling his patented healing oils that
help with acute stomach distress. He has a huge pack covered with instruments that he somehow plays
through a single reed that wraps around his face
Stink – a practically feral goblin who roams low to the ground or on all fours, he has long black hair
that’s salt and pepper from all the dandruff as well as wild crap he just rolls around in. He refuses to
bathe, claiming his stench makes him the mightiest. He hunts barehanded
The Stranger – a mysterious local legend, a hooded figure rumored to lure goblins to it using grogs.
When goblins go missing, if death isn’t the answer, then kidnapping via The Stranger is. *Secret* A
well trained human named Hume he is often hired as a goblin exterminator or to capture them for
some other nefarious purposes. He travels silently alone and makes camp with casks to fill his grogs
for sale at a second location. He may be lurking in a “safe place”
Tim-OH-thee (woodcutter boss) – a woodcutter who has a log cabin mansion protected by woodbased traps. He’s “lumbersexual” with a contoured beard, flannel overalls which are skintight, and a
pipe with nothing in it, but the craftsmanship is excellent.
Vezdie Fiztale – a trader at the bazaar looking to branch out. She’s tired of the same old dealing and
would rather build a business from the ground up. She’s got a long nose, blue hair, and is no stranger
to mob fashion.

Appendix B – Places of Interest
Bazaar, How Bazaar, How Bazaar – a hub of goblin trade run by a small mafioso clan not afraid to
blow things up, including themselves. They are relentless in chasing down thieves for the smallest
pittance.
Beak Farm (village) – Gobbler and Plucky reside here openly farming turkeys primarily, but some
other poultry as well. The pen’s aren’t particularly sturdy or look like they could keep anything in or
out realistically.
Capsize Careen – one of many swamp lairs, though this one is notorious for hippos obliterating any
boats attempting to cross through. A dungeon supposedly sits in the middle.
Gobl-Inn (village) – many of the goblins of Dumpstirk don’t have their own homes and must pay to
stay at the Inn, which is substantial in size. It’s probably the most notable landmark in the entire
village.
Havverheel – A horrible large human city run by Mayor Brian. A number of wealthy goblins live
there for selling out their brethren. Brian has managed to grow the economy using
Karen’s Garden – a cavern featuring extensive foliage all made of crystals and secretly guarded by
garden gnomes.
Lake Gaggle – the great lake to the North of Dumpstirk, rumored home of giant death geese
Logwood – a mansion log cabin singlehandedly crafted by a boss level woodcutter. It’s barebones
inside, but the craftsmanship is sturdy. It easily repels the forces of nature and wandering monsters.
There are wooden pitfall traps and massive swinging logs to repel more intelligent creatures.
Mayor’s Office (Village) – set in the center of the village, it is the nicest pile of sticks and stones
around with a stack of rooms leading upward almost like a spire with a larger base. At the top is his
actual office, while you must go past his bedroom to get up there, poor design by the architect,
Gobputer. *Secret* if you explore his home, you discover that he has fled with most of his
possessions, clothes, the town’s food, and money. The only clue is a crude map that shows Dumpstirk
in the top right corner with a red circle in the bottom left corner.
Meadleyowe – a beautiful meadow
Mount Fear – a mountain range denoted for its sharp sheer cliff side, large powerful monsters, and its
shape perpetually blots out sunlight.
River Bored – rarely anything exciting happens at this river. It does offer fish, but in general bears do
a great job clearing it out. The bears are so well fed that they don’t bother to attack goblins unless
provoked. Ogren is here.
Smith (Village) – several nameless goblins sit around admiring the work of Goblanasaurus, the shortarmed smith. “It’s truly amazing to see a genius at work” but from all you can tell, he’s just smashing
random slabs of metal with his hammer.
Snakeway – a dense thicket known to be home to Snakey Earl, who literally keeps snakes as pets, and
makes healing oils.
The Old Tree (Village) – a hollowed out massive tree, Gobtor Who lives here telling fortunes to those
who visit. There isn’t much more to it other than its size and age.

Appendix C – Rumors

The Stranger has kidnapped Lady Gobba. *This is true. He was hired by Mayor Brian at Mayor
Goblinius’s recommendation.

A dragon has abandoned a treasure in Capsize Careen *This is half true. Gorefart, The World Blight,
has left a small battalion of hippo knights to guard The Hippopacifier, a magic binky with a hippo face
that allows the user to easily calm and tame hippos.

There’s a rich ore vein in Karen’s Garden *This is false. Karen is a wizard who makes all sorts of
beautiful objects by crystallizing them using magic. There is a spell scroll here though for the goblins
to learn – Risen Gnomes – it creates a single garden gnome to do your bidding. Sometimes it’s
mischievous and purposely stretches the meaning of the command. It only works in a garden.

A truly bizarre (bazaar) location where goblins gather *true* HOWEVER some bozo said it was
bizarre as in strange when it is a bazaar trading hub.

The mayor is sick *false* this is based on the mayor not being seen by residents recently. He fled the
town stealing what resources he could for the town to implode.

Stump is older than Dumpstirk
Gaggle of death geese overrun the lake
Dumpstirk was founded as mining town, but nobody knows how to get down
There’s a new goblin in town
Goblina may have run away with a different goblin

Capsize Careen

Karen’s Garden

